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OIL AND GAS - TRUCK AND RAIL TANK CAR (UN)LOADING RACK
SUMMARY FORM-94
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(This form must be submitted for each equipment item)

Manufacturer:                                                Model No.:                                                    

Serial No.:                                                      Operator ID:                                                  
SCC No:                                                        

(Leave blank if not known)

1. Reason for Application:

¨  New Loading Rack ¨  Alteration to Loading Rack
¨  Increase in Throughput ¨  Change Liquid Stored
¨  Non-Routine Replacement ¨  Other                                                                      

2. Type of Organic Liquid Transferred: (Check one)

¨  Crude Oil ¨  Diluent ¨  Wastewater ¨  Other                                                        

3. True vapor pressure of the material:                                  psia at                         °F
(Include Laboratory Analysis)

4. Temperature of crude oil at which (un)loading occurs:                                °F

6. Fill Service: (Check one)

¨  Submerged/Bottom loading of clean cargo tank ¨  Splash loading of clean cargo tank
¨  Submerged/Bottom loading: dedicated normal service ¨  Splash loading:  dedicated normal

service
¨  Submerged/Bottom loading: dedicated vapor balance ¨  Splash loading: dedicated vapor balance

7. Vapors displaced during loading are routed to (check all that apply):

¨  atmosphere ¨  vapor balance /recovery system ¨  flare
¨  other (e.g., carbon canister) please describe                                                                                 

If vented to a control device fill out APCD Forms-04a or 04b.

8. Number of loading arms:                 

Maximum loading rate:                              gal/hr; or                           bbl/hr
Daily loading rate:                              gal/day; or                         bbl/day
Quarterly loading rate:                              gal/quarter; or                    bbl/quarter
Annual loading rate:                              gal/year; or                       bbl/year
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9. Maximum capacity of the storage vessel which is (check one)

þ  loaded ¨  unloaded:
                gallon or              barrel                 gallon or              barrel

10. Is the material gravity loaded without a pump (check one)?
¨  yes  ¨  no

Attach a list of all electric motors (by purpose and horsepower) used in conjunction with the tank.

Horsepower Purpose

11.  EMISSIONS (Contact APCD with any questions)

Pollutant Lbs/day Ton/year
ROC

Report all emissions to two (2) decimal places (x.xx)

Location at Plant site (brief description of exact location):

                                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                            
Company Name Facility Name

                                                                                                                              
Person Completing This Form/Phone # (please print) Date


